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Industry Leading Turn-Times, Quality and Value

 Escape Slide & Emergency Oxygen PMA Cylinders

leAding provider of sAfety And securement products

leading the industry through  
knowledge and understanding
Amsafe Bridport™ escape slide and emergency oxygen 
pmA cylinders lead the industry in solving the complex 
issue of cylinder replacement. our pmA cylinders are 
manufactured by the same manufacturer that produce 
these cylinders for the oems, in the same facility, under 
the same specification and even on the same production 
line. the only difference is the label and the lower Amsafe 
Bridport price. 

With on-site storage capabilities and an extensive 
distributor network ample inventory is always available 
to ensure in-stock availability. With oem lead times often 
exceeding 12 weeks, you can trust Amsafe Bridport to 
meet any challenging delivery requirement.

‘on the shelf’ availability of cylinders is critical. Amsafe 
Bridport realizes the life limit of an escape slide or 
emergency oxygen cylinder can catch customers by 
surprise. utilizing our massive inventory pool and our 
established network of distributors we can provide an 
immediate replacement, at a price significantly below  
the oem – guaranteed. 



For further info on our 
products and services 
visit our website
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Carbon Cylinders
Aluminum cylinders are reinforced with carbon filament windings.  
All carbon cylinders are manufactured and tested per the dot  
sp-10945 and dot sp-10915 specifications.

   Boeing 707, 727, 737, 747,  
 757, 767, 777.

   dc-9, 717, md-80, 88 and  
90, & md-11.

Kevlar Cylinders
All Kevlar cylinders are manufactured and proof tested per the dot 
e-8162, dot sp-8718 and dot sp-10945 specifications.

  Boeing 737, 747, 767, 777.

Oxygen Cylinders
Aluminum cylinders are reinforced with Kevlar filament windings. they are 
manufactured and tested per the dot sp-8162 specifications and replace 
AvoX/scott oem cylinders.

   Boeing 777, 737, 747, 707,  
727, 757, 767. 

  saab 340, 2000.

   douglas md-11, 717, md-88,  
md-90, dc-10, dc-9. 

   Airbus A320, A310, A319,  
A321, A318, A330, A340, A300.

   Bombardier cl-600, dcH-8,  
Atr42 and Atr72.

  pilatus pc-12.

  gulfstream 1125 Astra.

Steel Cylinders

All steel cylinders are manufactured and tested per the dot 3Ht and dot 
3Ht 3.3 specifications.

   Boeing 707, 727.

   Boeing 737 series and  
747, 757, 767, 777.

   Airbus A300, A310, A318, A319, 
A320, A321, A330, A340.

  Airbus A300, A330, A340.

  Atr 42. Atr72.

   embraer 120, emB145,  
erJ170, emB120.

  cessna 560, 208. 

  learjet 45.

  mooney m20 series.

   dassault Aviation  
 Aircraft models. 

  falcon 50.

  King Air.

  g ii, iii, iv.

  Airbus A300, A310, A320, A321.

  douglas dc-8, 9, 10 and md-88.
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